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Eternal Vigilance 
Is The Price 
Of Liberty" fjatsi ttdait 
/// 
"Courage is 
a contagious 
thing." 
01.  LXXXI, No.   15 BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, FEBRUARY 23, 1955 By Subscription 
ecture Series Features 
Authentic Indian Dances 
By  Cathy  Jarvis 
In-    second    attraction    of    the 
eorge     Colby     Chase     Lecture 
ei will be presented at 8 p.m., 
>nday, at the Alumni Gym, and 
II feature Reginald and Gladys 
iliin in their interpretations oi 
hen tic   American   Indian   music 
1 dance. 
I'hc Laubins' recitals are the 
suit of a life-long study of In- 
m   lore.   Laubin   was  helped  and 
ouraged    to   develop   his   child- 
id  interest  in   Indian   dances  by 
wife.    Gladys,      Together    they 
light    information     in     museums 
I   anthropological   papers. 
With   this   beginning  they  added 
the   authenticity   of   their   ma- 
rial  by  living  among  Indians  on 
ervations in various states and 
opting   their   customs,   language. 
I   ways   of  living, 
earn Tribal Dances 
It   was   from   the  old   people   on 
ese      reservations      that      they 
rned the almost extinct war. 
remonial, social, comic, and rit- 
I dances which arc included in 
>ir varied program. Their ap- 
rently limitless rcpetoirc is also 
pplemented  by   a   great   wealth 
information. 
Through    their   work,    the    l.au- 
ii.-,     devoting     themselves     com- 
tely   tn   this   type   of    dancing. 
Jt tried to make Indian art a 
nscious   part   of   the    American 
itage.    Tin-   dancers   have   direct- 
attention   to   ;i   whole   new   par) 
our   culture 
<!d  Ritualistic  Color 
Hi,-   dramatic   dances,   highlight- 
bj   colorful  costumes  and  elah- 
ite  properties,  are  unforgettable, 
iiinr. and dignity of the perform- 
ers have brought them only the 
highest praise. 
John Martin of the New York 
Times has said. "Make no mistake 
about it. tin Laubins are artists 
. . . their performances are rich 
and exciting experiences." 
Receive  Indian Acclaim 
The most meaningful acclaim of 
their work, however, comes from 
their adopted people. They havi 
been authorized to speak in he- 
half of the National Congres- of 
American Indians, an organiza- 
tion comprising some 150.000 In- 
dians of various tribes, Many a 
chief has lamented the fact that 
the new generation of Indians 
knows less of tribal lore than this 
white couple. 
Tour Europe 
The latest achievement of this 
unusual pair was a successful 
live-months European tour. Gladys 
and Reginald Laubin appeared in 
the Scandinavian countries. Hol- 
land. Belgium, France. England, 
Germany, Italy, Greece. North 
Africa, and Israel with a group of 
Crow Indians. In this tour the 
Indian wa> raised from his meager 
place in Wild "West -hows to a 
position   in   American   art. 
Speakers Wanted! 
I'he   annual   Junior-Senior   Prize 
Speaking Contest will he held on 
March 25. and April 5. Those in 
terested in competing should 
>ign up by March 10. in the De- 
bate  room  in   P< ttign w   Hall. 
Then-   will    he    two   prizes,   $25 
and   $15.   provided   by   the   Sunnier 
Bates Sweeps M. I. T. 
Debate Contest With 
Undefeated Record 
27 Colleges Beaten By Brody, 
Hathaway,  Evans, And Taylor 
Defeating St. Peter's College in the final debate of the 
tenth annual debate tournament sponsored by the Massa- 
chusetts Institute of Technology, Bates captured permanent 
possession  of  the  traveling  trophy. 
fivc" 
artistry.    understanding,     hu-   I.ibhy   Memorial    Fund. 
"St. Joan" Cast 
Complete; Crew 
Carries On Work 
Professor   Lavinia   Schaeffer   has 
completed      the     casting      for     the 
Robinson Players' production of 
George Bernard Shaw's "St. 
Joan''. Added to the previous list 
of actors arc the following: page, 
Peter Reyersbach; executioner. 
William Harris; soldier. Richard 
Barton; court ladies. Elizabetf] 
O'Donnell and Sylvia Pcrfetti; 
court gentlemen, assessor's, and 
scribes, William Harris. Kenneth 
I.ynde. lame- Zepp, and Harry 
Walters. 
Committees Underway 
Committee- began work in Jan 
uary to meet the March deadline. 
The members of the costume 
committee arc Nancy Glenhon, 
chairman: Susan McNctt, Nancy 
Wickcns, Patricia Burke. Lights. 
David Campbell, chairman, Jill 
I'arr. Marcia Conrad. Carolyn 
Gove, Roger Tim-. Kenneth Bat- 
tershill, Anthony Whitman, 
Name Make-up Crew 
Make-up,    Margaret     Sharpe, 
chairman.     Elaine    Johnson.    Jane 
Wichert,    Mary    Reynolds,    Susan 
McNett,    Susan    Glassey,    Nancy 
(Continued on  page  three) 
A unanimous verdict of 
judges brought Bates its third tri- 
umph in the last seven years and 
the right to retain the coveted 
trophy. The tournament, held on 
Friday and Saturday, drew 28 col- 
leges and universities from the 
Eastern United States. 
Coached by Prof. Brooks Quim- 
by, the Bates team consisted of 
Morton Brody and Richard Hatha- 
way on the affirmative with Law- 
rence Evans and Blaine Taylor up- 
holding the negative position. 
Four qualifying round- of debate 
were held to discuss the proposi- 
tion: "Resolved, that the United 
State- should extend diplomatic 
recognition to the Communist gov- 
ernment of China." 
From    the    round-.    Bate-.     Mai - 
vard, and Fordham emerged unde- 
feated, while St. Peter's led three 
schools     tied     with     a      record     ol 
seven-and-one. St. Peter's had lost 
only to  Brody and  Hathaway. 
The four teams drew lots for po- 
sitions in the semi-finals, in which 
St. Peter's affirmative heat Har- 
vard    negative    by   a   2-1   margin. 
Freedom My Trouble? 
Campus Seeks Place Of Individualism 
ifth Amendment 
Protects Defendant 
By Bob  Harlow 
Lewisfon   -   Auburn      attorney) 
nik M. Coffin. Thomas F.. Dc'- 
anty, Louis Scolnik, Damon 
alei, and Willis Trafton dis- 
ced the importance of the 
ifth Amendment as a legal 
"eld for individual rights. 
I'icforc an audience of about 10(1 
udents and faculty members 
'iday afternoon in Filene Lcc- 
re   Hall.   Dr.   John   C.   Donovan. 
'date   professor   of   government, 
i- moderator, 
'story Of Clause 
Coffin traced the history of the 
lf-incrimination clause starting in 
' 12th century, through the time 
Coke, when it had become 
nily rooted in the English lega- 
■ditfon, and down to American 
"i-titutional law. 
He  pointed   out   that   the   clause 
not   only   a   shield   for   the   in- 
vidual,   hut   a   sword   for   society 
Totccting itself against tyranny. 
Ivoid Personal Censure 
Scales   discussed   the   ethical   as- 
fls  of  the  question,  stating  that 
individual   has   a  clear  duty   to 
*Wtr,   so   as   to   further   justice 
Seated (1. to r.) arc Bob Harlow, Elvin Kaplan, David Wyllic, mod- 
erator, and Grant Reynolds, as they presented their panel dis- 
cussion for Public Affairs Thursday. (Photo by Bryant) 
The public, he said, should avoid 
personal judgment on those who 
refuse to testify, since refusal docs 
not  imply  guilt. 
Outlining  the  legal  problems  in- 
volved,  Scolnik  said  that  the  right 
is a personal privilege which can- 
not he used unless there is a rea- 
sonable   danger  of  incrimination. 
The   determination   of   the   point 
of  reasonableness is  left  up  to the 
(Continued on  page  eight) 
Prof Explain s Threats 
To Academic Liberty 
By Sybil Benton 
In  a  speech  entitled   "Milk   For 
Babes",   Dr.   Edward  C.   Kirkland 
presented his opinions on the is 
sue of academic freedom. The pn 
lessor of history at Bowdoin Col- 
lege gave his address in chapel on 
Thursday as part of the Public Af- 
fairs Conference, 
Concerning freedom of thought 
in the academic world, Dr. Kirk- 
land felt that there have been two 
recent phases in this area. The first 
is the direct accusation of individ- 
uals, followed by investigations, 
and dismissal, The evidence pro- 
duced in these investigations is 
often superficial and insufficient. 
Second   Phase  Threatens 
We are now passing through the 
second phase of threat to our 
freedom of academic thought, ac- 
cording to Dr. Kirkland. This is 
the more subtle investigations by 
private and congressional investi- 
gating committees. Dr. Kirkland 
feels that these investigations are 
more harmful, because of their far- 
reaching influence. 
(Continued  on  page   eight) 
Evans and Taylor won over the 
Fordham affirmative by an identical 
vote. 
The recently opened Kresge au- 
ditorium saw Bates negative van- 
quish St, Peter's affirmative in the 
final round before an audience of 
over a hundred persons. This de- 
bate and the semi-finals were re- 
corded by radio station WCRH of 
Boston, 
Bates' undefeated record, with 
only one adverse judge's vote in 
16. marked the first time a college 
has ever won the tourney without 
a defeat. In every preliminary de- 
bate save one. Bate- speakers fin- 
ished first and second, accumulat- 
ing the largest indiviual point total 
in the tournament. 
Individual honor- in the prelimi- 
ary round- went to William Mc- 
Keough of tin Fordham affirma- 
tive, defeated later by Bates, and 
to Richard Anderson of the Har- 
vard negative. Both Brody and 
Hathaway out-cored McKcough, 
hut by splitting first speaker rat- 
ings allowed the Fordham speaker 
to  win  out. 
Bates won the trophy first in 
1950 with William Dill, Max Bell, 
David Moore, and Chester Leone 
and again in 1952 with Moore. 
Alan Hake-, Robert Rubinstein, 
and Stanley Patterson. Last yeai 
Bates  placed  second  to  Harvard. 
Other institutions participating 
were American International. Bos- 
(Continued on page three) 
Symphony Of Color 
Named As Annual 
Pops Concert Theme 
Fantasia  —  a       Symphony      of 
Colorl is the  theme  for  the annual 
Pop  Concert   to  he  held  Saturday, 
March   19.  at  8  p.m.  in  the  Alum 
ni Gym. Tickets, $2.50 per coupie. 
The Pops committees have been 
announced: Marjorie Council and 
David Olney, chairmen of the con- 
cert: Pri-cilla Shaw and Alice 
Brooke, publicity and posters; 
Rachel Collin-. tickets and pro- 
grams. 
William Kyall and Russell Tiff- 
any, waiters; Keith Moore, menu; 
Roger Thies. lighting; Nancy Lib- 
by and Douglas Campbell, decora- 
tions. Ray Janelle will he the 
caterer. 
Hostess for Pops is Mrs. Robert 
Berkelman. Table reservations and 
tickets may be secured from her 
at 340 College Street, and should 
be made as  early as possible. 
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WAA Celebrates 50th Anniversary 
■ 
Selection Of Betty Bates '55 Climaxes 
Freshman Fashion Show At W. L. B. 
It's Health Week. 1955, and 
tim« to choose another Betty 
Bates. On Friday at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Women's Locker Building 
Bates coeds will assemble to 
select Betty Bates and watch the 
Freshman   Fashion   Show. 
Health Week is an annual af- 
fair sponsored by the Women's 
Athletic Association. Until recent- 
ly it included a rigorous training 
program as the basis for candidacy 
for Betty Bates. 
Candidates  Undergo Training 
l"or those girls brave enough to 
endeavor to become a candidate, 
training meant "early to bed, early 
to rise"; no eating between meals, 
except fresh fruit; daily exercise; 
and   numerous  other  regulations. 
Last year training was eliminat- 
ed in order to place activity on a 
more general basis. A standard was 
set up to limit the field of candi- 
dates and insure that the "typical 
Hetty Bates coed" was in some 
way connected with WAA. 
Determine Eligibility 
FJigihilitv for Betty Bates is 
now determined by the number of 
athletic points each sophomore 
and junior has accumulated. From 
a group of .54 girls, ten are chosen 
by their classmates as the final- 
ists for Betty Bates, five from 
each class. 
When the girls vote they consid- 
er 1) grooming, 2) friendliness, 3) 
poise, 4) school spirit, i. e. partic- 
ipation, 5) leadership, and 6) de- 
pendability. 
Health Week Gives 
Prizes, Sells Fruit 
"Be happy, keep healthy" might 
well be the motto of Health 
Week, 1955, sponsored by the 
Woman's Athletic Association. 
This year's Health Week, Febru- 
ary 21-25, is particularly signifi- 
cant since it commemorates the 
fiftieth  anniversary  of  WAA. 
Emphasising good posture, 
especially at dinner time, WAA 
is running a "posture table" con- 
test. This includes a prize for the 
table of girls which has consistent- 
ly maintained the best posture at 
mealtime. A table at both first and 
second .meals will be awarded this 
prize. 
Conduct Fruit Sales 
To encourage proper eating 
habits, fruit sales will be conduct- 
ed in the girls' dorms throughout 
the week. Under the direction of 
rileanor Peck, these sales were 
very successful last year. 
Since WAA believes that health- 
ful surroundings add to healthful 
living, a prize will be given for 
the room in each dorm that is con- 
sistently neat. 
Feature Library Display 
"WAA Past and Present" is the 
theme of the library display fea- 
turing clippings and photographs 
of WAA activities from previous 
issues of the STUDENT. Also on 
display are the gym outfits worn 
by former winners of the Betty 
Bates contest, modem equipment, 
and two trophies awarded to the 
winners of the volleyball and bas- 
ketball tournaments. Jeanctte Pe- 
ters is in charge of this exhibition. 
The climax of the week's activi- 
ties comes Friday night when the 
freshman Fashion Show will be 
held, and the new Betty Bates will 
be selected. 
The candidates from the junior 
class are Marjorie 1'oniicll, Gail 
Molander, Catherine Parker, Elise 
Rcichert, and Janice Truesdail; 
from the sophomore class: Sylvia 
Ajemian, VVilnia Gero, Miriam 
Hainni,  Judith   l.arkin, and  Nancy 
Joanne Trogler and Charlotte El- 
lis, with Margaret De Noyen as- 
sisting on the script. Lorainc Al- 
len, Martha Kiel, Ruth Melzard. 
and Kathcrinc Johnson will be 
wardrobe assistants, and the pian- 
ist   throughout    the    program    will 
Betty Bates candidates (1. to r.) include: Sylvia Ajemian, Wilma 
Gero, Judy Larkin, Nancy Nichols, Elise Rcichert, Cappy Parker, 
Margie Connell, Jan Truesdail, and Miriam Hamm. 
Nichols,   Jeanette   Peters   is   Mis- 
tress  of  Ceremonies  for  the  even- 
ing  and   will   introduce   the  candi- 
dates. 
Fashion Show Featured 
Something new has been added 
to the usual program — a special 
display of select merchandise 
from Ward's presented by Mary 
Jane Rawlings. Headed by Joan 
Applcby and Colleen Jenkins, the 
Freshman Fashion Show presents 
the latest in spring fashions for 
college girls from Ward's early- 
spring collection. 
Freshman models arc Judith 
Grans, Cynthia Johnson, Jane 
Willard, Marjorie Koppcn, Susan 
Glassey, Nancy Lowe, Nancy 
Wickens, Marian Wilson, Paula 
Schilling, Patricia Perkins, Nancy 
Tobey, Jane Anderson. Karen 
Dill, and Janet Gustafson. 
Fashions Described 
A description of the fashions 
will    be    made    by    commentators 
be   Mary   Hudson. 
The general theme of Health 
week. WAA's fiftieth anniversary, 
will be carried out on Betty Bates 
Night when then- will be a birth- 
day cake for the new Betty Bate- 
to cut. 
Hatch Announces Winner 
After the close of the fashion 
show, Miss Peters will introduce 
Betty Bates of 1954, l'riscilla 
Hatch, who has taken part in sev- 
eral WAA activities since her elec- 
tion last spring. Miss Hatch will 
announce the winner for 1955 and 
present her with an engraved 
identification   bracelet. 
Health Week and Betty Bates 
night were directed by Dorcas 
Turner and Miriam Hamm. Their 
committee included Marjorie Con- 
nell. Charlene Goudey, Nancy 
Mills. Iileanor Peck, Jeanette Pe- 
ters, and Jane Wichert, with the 
assistance of Prof. Lena Walms- 
ley. 
WAA Special Events Include 
Trips, Swim Programs, PlaydayJl 
Within   the   last  three  years   the   return    Sunday    afternoon.    Wlici 
WAA has organized a variety of 
special events, including weekend 
trips to Casco Inn and a syn- 
chronized  swim  club. 
Between December and March, 
five weekends are set aside when 
groups of coeds may journey to 
Casco   Inn  on   Saturday  noon  and 
A  BOY'S  EYE  VIEW 
OF GIRLS 
(An   Original  Plagirism) 
Girls come in four sizes — 
Too short, too tall, 
Too fat, or too skinny, 
But never just right. (So they say.) 
Their hair is either 
Stringy-straight,  bushy  curly, 
Dish water blonde. 
Or too short  to notice. 
Girls  look   "cute"  in 
Yellow    knee    socks    with    purple 
skirts, 
Slept-in dungarees, 
And slicker hats. 
Their  greatest  loves  are 
One   day   diets,   dilapidated   teddy- 
bears, 
Borrowing clothes. 
And giggling. 
Their favorite topics of discussion 
are 
The game you lost to them in 
tennis, 
The one hook  shot of their career, 
And the difficulties of snow-plow- 
ing on Mt.  David. 
Girls  never  fail  to  notice 
Their   best   friend    in    a   crowded 
gym. 
The first robin in spring 
And that you wore the socks they 
made you. 
They  have a passion  for collecting 
Empty vodka bottles, 
Bone  dry  corsages    from    all    the 
dances, 
And Fraternity pins. 
Girls are notorious for 
Their gift of gab. their passion for 
knitting, 
Their  Q.P.R.'s —  but  most  of all 
— for 
Their indespcnsability. 
Historian Finds WAA Procedures 
Changed Since Turn Of Century 
Before the turn of the century 
the women of Bates began to 
show an interest in an athletic or- 
ganization of their own. When 
Rand gymnasium was completed 
in 1904 the basketball enthusiasts 
took over. But recognition of wo 
men's athletics in those days dif 
fered from now. In an attempt co 
have a picture taken of their bas- 
ketball team a group of girls found 
it necessary tp have the Dean of 
Women act as a chaperon before 
a male could act as photographer. 
Stress Outdoor Sports 
In the fall of 1905 Miss Con- 
stance Gutterson, the gymnasium 
instructor, was granted permission 
to organize an athletic association 
for the girls. The STUDENT of 
October 1905 offers the following 
quote about the new organization. 
"Its purpose is to provide an as- 
sociation independent of the 
Men's,   which  will  devote  itself  to 
furthering  the  interest of  athletics 
among  the  young  ladies." 
In  its  early  years,  the  Women's 
Athletic   Association   put   primary 
importance     on     out-door     sports 
such as  tennis,  hockey, snow-shoe 
ing, and cross country walks. 
Extend Social Program 
A "Hare and Hounds Chase" 
was one of the early events that 
W.A.A. sponsored. It consisted of 
one group of girls, the hares, hik- 
ing across the surrounding coun- 
tryside leaving a trail for the 
hounds to follow. At the hares' 
hideout the entire group cooked 
their supper and sang. 
By 1910 the Board felt the need 
to extend their program to offer 
social events rather than strictly 
athletic ones. A May Party was the 
first of these activities. Also fot 
those not interested in strenuous 
activity croquet was added to the 
program.' 
Twelve years of growth of the 
Bates W.A.A. saw an accompany- 
ing change in the attitude toward 
women's athletics. In 1917 the 
Mirror featured a seven page sec- 
tion of women's sports, complete 
with pictures of all the win- 
ning teams. 
In 1920 the Board was enlarged 
to include one representative from 
each class. This was in addition to 
a president, vice-president, secre- 
tary, treasurer, assistant treasurer, 
and managers of basketball, volley- 
ball, track, baseball, and walking. 
Sabattus, Anyone? 
In the early twenties hiking 
gained in popularity. Daily walks 
to Sabattus and back were fre- 
quent. Several of the more hardy 
even walked to Brunswick to at- 
tend the Bates-Bowdoin football 
game. 
Until      1926-27,     a     compulsory 
(Continued on page six) 
weather conditions permit, skating 
toboganning, skiing, and hikin 
are enjoyed. Indoor activities in 
elude ping-pong, cards, and relax 
ing  before  an  open   fireplace. 
Bobettes  Present Aquacade 
The WAA synchronized awi| 
club presents an annual aquacml 
to Bates students and faculi 
This year the newly-named "Bob|:! 
ettes" are under the direction < 
Catherine Parker and lone Birk 
The "Bobettes" performed lj<| 
evening at the Auburn YMC. 
for the benefit of Lewiston an 
Auburn residents. Their next pn 
gram will be presented in Apn 
Miss Paula Drake of the Physic 
Education department is faculi 
adviser  to   the  group. 
WAA Challenges Stu-G 
A new attraction was added tl 
year when the W.A.A.  board cli 
lenged the  Stu-G board to a garn| " 
of  basketball   at   the   beginning 
the winter season. 
In an effort to add a  bit of I 
mor   and  wit   to   the   match,   In 
groups   appeared   in   unusual   ci 
tunics:   Stu-G   in   nightgowns   a 
caps,    and    W.A.A.    in    outlandi 
pajamas.     Chanting     the     W.A 
"war   song"   as   they   entered,   ill 
latter   group   carried   stuffed    an 
mals   as   mascots.   Stu-G   emerp 
as the  victors  with  a  score  of 
15,   the  result  of  a  fourth-quart 
rally. 
Co-Eds Play Volleyball 
A    co-ed    volleyball     game, 
which     the     champions   -of     K 
Parker   challenged   the   team   fro 
J.B..  found  East  soundly  whippc 
50-24. 
The annual W.A A. ski tri 
scheduled for March 2 and 3, w: 
include ski instruction and tr, 
skiing at Black Mt. in Jack 
N. H. Only those in the advano 
classes or those approved by li 
Physical Education department aj 
eligible  to  go. 
Schedule Playdays 
One of the most popular attra 
tions of the W.A.A. special-cvm 
program is the playday. Sever 
playdays or sports days are sche 
uled annually with Colby, Univt 
sity of Maine, and Farming 
State  Teachers'  College. 
The object of recent W.A 
boards has been to inaugin 
new events which will appeal fo 
larger number of girls. Anot 
aim to include co-ed activities 
also  been  realized. 
Schaeffer Give 
Drama Progren 
For  Roundtabl 
The     Faculty     Roundtable 
hold its monthly meeting at 8 ]i 
February  24,  at  Chase   Hall. 
Prof.   Lavinia   M.   Schaeffer  * 
present  a   dramatic   program, 
meeting  is  under  the  direction 
Miss  Mabel  F.aton. 
Hosts include Mr. and M 
Percy D. Wilkins. Mr. and M 
C. James Herrick, Mr. and M 
C. Ray Thompson, Mabel L. '• 
by, Laura B. Mallett, Prof. H« 
Avery,  and  Mrs.  Bess  C.  WaW 
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Farmer Enumerates Confusion, Fear, 
Apathy Threats To Nation's Freedom 
Hall Exposes U. S. 
Extremist Factions 
In a chapel address Friday 
morning, free-lance writer and 
speaker Cordon Hall spoke on the 
extremist groups in our American 
society. The "dark areas" in our 
country  wire  pointed out. 
Hall suggested that the Ameri- 
,an people identify all noisy agita- 
tion and oratory with the Com- 
niunist party. He cited two kinds 
n( extremist groups: racial organi- 
zations, which split Up our major 
races, and the extreme national- 
ists' or isolationists" group-. 
Hall Describes Activities 
An extremist order which Hall 
described was the National Eco- 
nomic Council operating from the 
Empire State Building. A lobbying 
organization, this council advo 
cates private enterprise and private 
property, opposing federal aid and 
-i'cial  security. 
One of the most powerful ex- 
tremist organizations is the Chris- 
tian National Party of California. 
Advocating the exposition and 
outlawing of the Communist Par- 
ly, this group is attempting to pre- 
icrve America as a Christian na- 
tion. Disagreeing with Eisenhow- 
er's policies, these extremists have 
begun a smear campaign against 
the   President's  family. 
Parties Make Gains 
"These extremist parties have 
made substantial gains in the post- 
war period,"' remarked Hall. They 
profess to be anti-communistic on 
the surface, but their tactics are 
questionable. 
'"These extremist group.- have 
frightened people from joining or 
ganitations which they would or- 
dinarily lie interested in." We can- 
not deny these radical organiza 
lions the right to assemble and 
print newspapers, but we must find 
a way to eliminate them "by be- 
lieving in the bigger and better 
things of life." 
By   Sylvia   Perfetti 
On Wednesday afternoon in 
Pettigrew Hall. James Farmer, 
field secretary of the Student 
League for Industrial Democracy, 
addressed students and faculty 
members on the topic. "Civil Lib- 
erties — Barometers of Democ- 
racy." 
Farmer  stated  that  three  factors 
are threatening freedom in the na- 
tion   today:  confusion,  apathy,  and 
fear. 
Sees Confusion Of Words 
The confusion prominent "in 
any discu-.-ion of Social issues and 
civil liberties" i- primarily one of 
words, Critical creative thinking is 
II. cessary to avoid this misinter- 
pretation  and  ambiguity  of  words. 
In reference to apathy, Farmer 
quoted Erie Krome's "Escape 
From Freedom." Sometimes free- 
dom becomes so frightening that 
people will voluntarily give it up, 
Cites Universal Fear 
The speaker noted that fear is 
present everywhere. "People arc 
afraid to express their ideas or join 
organizations." The fear of com- 
munism, he remarked, is more 
widespread  than communism  itselt. 
"There arc certain basic free- 
doms implied in the Bill of 
Rights," Farmer declared, includ- 
ing the freedom to make mistake-. 
Often statements made years ago 
by important figures, such as 
Churchill. Truman, and Eisenhow- 
er, arc brought up in the present 
(Continued  on  page  eight) 
Debaters Visit 
Literary Union 
Four Bates varsity debaters will 
appear before a luncheon meeting 
of the Women's Literary Union in 
Auburn tomorrow. Janice Tufts 
and Grant Reynolds will pro- 
pose the affirmative of the 
proposition "Resolved: that the 
United States should extend 
diplomatic recognition to Com- 
munist  China." 
Kay McLin and Robert Harlow 
will attack on the negative team. 
The debaters will be guests of 
the  Union  at  the  luncheon. 
BOSTON TEA STORE 
Food Specialists 
249 MAIN STREET LEWISTON 
HOWARD   JOHNSON'S 
Open Daily Year 'Round 
Landmark For Hungry Americans 
FULL COURSE MEALS — LIGHT LUNCHES 
Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors 
Portland Road, Auburn, Maine Tel. 4-7671 
'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE" 
LEWISTON TRUST CO. 
LEWISTON   -   MAINE 
We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students 
Lee Calls For Facts, 
Truth In Democracy 
By Bam  Morse 
"Are we shadow-boxing and los- 
ing  sight   of   our   freedom?"   Mi.-. 
John  ('..  Lee asked  during her ad 
dress.     "Who     Cares?'",     in     the 
Chapel  last  Wednesday  evening. 
"Our objective is to keep our 
self-governing society nourished 
and nourishing." the president of 
the League of Women Voters of 
the United States stated. She dis- 
cussed the main points necessary to 
obtain   thi-   objective. 
No  Bargain  Prices 
Fact and truth inu-t be estab- 
lished, she declared. "Our ideas are 
not bought at bargain prices. We 
cannot buy world peace at bargain 
prices." 
"We must place an enduring 
value on those principles for which 
we have paid so much. We have 
not paid for our freedom cheaply." 
Mrs. Lee added. 
Overcome Gravity 
"The  base which establishes our 
capacity to achieve must be undir 
-tooil." . xnlained  the  League pre- 
ident.    "Our    advancing    life    con- 
cerns  spiritual  concepts  as  well  as 
physical ones." 
Man continually strives to seek 
truth and knowledge, she de- 
clared. "We must apply good prin- 
ciples to our lives to overcome the 
downward  pull  of  gravity." 
"Educated people arc responsi 
hie for making the world as it is,' 
Mrs. Lee stated. " It is essential 
to relate the use of atomic energy 
to  our  philosophy." 
"Fear can lead to destruction of 
our most basic values." she ex- 
plained. "What has happened to 
our freedom i- -hown by the re- 
sults of fear." 
Candidates  Refuse  Appearance 
Mr-. Lee discussed the refusal of 
candidates to appear on a platform 
with opponents. "Usually this hap- 
pens only once — a man doesn't 
have a second chance."'  she said. 
The League of Women Voters 
president emphasized the meetings 
canceled because men won't ap- 
pear. "The public must discipline 
the candidate- and make them see 
their   responsibility."   she   stated. 
Protestors turn out more ami 
are better-financed than the sup- 
porters of legislation — at town, 
state or national levels. "We must 
learn all the responsibilities of our 
position before we try to use it. ' 
Mr-.   Lee   concluded. 
Chase Lecture Series 
Debate Tourney 
(Continued from page one) 
ton   University.    Brandeis,    Brown, 
Connecticut.   Dartmouth,   Emerson, 
Georgetown,     Harpnr.     Havcrford, 
LeMoyne, and  Maine. 
MIT. New Hampshire. NYU, 
Pennsylvania University, Rensse- 
laer. Rutgers, St. Ansclm's. St. 
Lawrence, Tufts, Wesleyan. Wil- 
liams, and Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute  were  also  represented. 
LUIGGI'S 
PIZZERIA 
Features: 
ITALIAN SANDWICHES 
PIZZA - SPAGHETTI 
Eat Here and to Take Out 
Tel. 2-0701 
Cor. Horton and Sabattus Sts. 
Prompt  and  Efficient  Delivery 
Service 
Reginald   and   Gladys   Lattbin,   interpreters   (if   American   Indian 
music and dance, as they appear in authentic costumes. 
Civil Liberties Denial Denies 
Part Of Man, Parsons Asserts 
By Dick Bean 
"Civil liberties — you can't 
deny these without denying a part 
of the man himself," asserted Rev. 
E. Spencer Parsons last Wednes- 
day morning in Chapel as he 
opened the Public Affairs Confer- 
ence. 
Including political freedom and 
the freedoms of speech, assembly, 
and press as civil liberties, he 
stated that the state doesn't give 
or take away these freedoms — 
these rights belong to man because 
of the way he is created. If at- 
tempts are made to take them 
away, man's -elf will be destroyed. 
The  Minister  to the  Baptist  Stu- 
Robinson Players 
(Continued  from page one) 
Wickens,  Jane   Corson,   Jane    lay 
lor, Judith  Svirsky. Karen  Willard, 
Betsy    Bracken,     MacCrae    Miner, 
Myrna  Milton. 
Properties, Laura Taylor, chair- 
man. Helen Milam, Marion Chi: 
nie. Margery Pittsinger. Publicity. 
Mthca Duftou. chairman. Eliza 
beth Warren. Norma Tennett. Pa- 
tricia Burke. Anne Berkelman, 
Sandra Hines. Charles Maggiorc. 
Stage Crew. Jannckc Disbrow, 
chairman. 
Robinson Players will meet at ." 
p.m.. March 1, at the Little Thea- 
ter. 
New Women's Dorm 
President Charles (•'. Phillips 
announced in Monday's Chape! 
that plans are now underway for 
a new dormitory for women. Con- 
struction will .begin as soon as 
funds are available and the plans 
are completed. It is hoped that 
building can begin within the next 
two years. 
At present, construction i- br- 
ing completed on the second unit 
of tin- Fine Arts and Music Center. 
COME IN TODAY 
And  Try  The Biggest  And 
BESTEST HOT DOGS 
in  town. A real good  snack  for 
the  grumbling   stomach. 
COOPER'S 
Sabattus Street 
We Serve The Best 
dent Foundation continued by em- 
phasizing that our basic freedoms 
are indeed in danger today, but he 
cautioned US not to blame the gov- 
ernment entirely for this. A far 
greater threat comes from private 
investigating   agencies, he  said. 
"In 1940 there were ten of these 
agencies in New York City — to- 
day there are 450. Spread across 
the nation there are some 5.000 of 
tin m." Since they are private, they 
become "uncontrolled eyes*' spying 
and investigating at their discre- 
tion,  he  stated. 
prom a biblical aspect, man and 
freedom belong together, the Den- 
nison University graduate de- 
clared. "The meaning of freedom 
is found in the faithfulness of 
man." 
Compares Students 
Reverend Parsons noted that stu- 
dent- of the 'Mi's were character- 
ized by a lack of educational re 
straint. New ideas were eagerly 
sought and discussed. Today, how- 
ever, the picture has reversed it- 
self. "My earnest concern is that 
you don't want freedom." he 
warned. He added that we seem to 
be tired of freedom, regarding it 
as a burden. "We of the 20th Cen- 
tury want as few burdens as possi- 
ble." 
The chairman of Harvard's 
Board of Preachers concluded his 
address with the thought that we 
must begin to exercise our civil 
liberties again. He stressed that 
"academic freedom is the only 
way in which we may know the 
truth   and   feel   responsibility." 
Freedman Takes Part 
In Banking Seminar 
Prof. Arthur M. Freedman of 
the economics department will at- 
tend a seminar on central banking 
in  Boston.  March  23-25. 
The seminar, conducted by the 
officers and staff of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Boston, will in- 
clude a tour of the bank, and dis- 
cussion sessions on operating and 
policy matters. The main emphasis 
will be placed on credit and mon- 
etary problems, open market oper- 
ations and public debt manage- 
ment. 
The seminar seeks to develop n 
bitter understanding of the pur- 
poses and operations of the Fed- 
eral  Reserve  System. 
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Editorials 
|     Guarded But Not Chained 
Campus attention turned toward individual freedom last 
week, under the guidance of the Public Affairs Conference, 
with lectures and discussions touching upon the various as- 
pects of our liberty. 
Bowdoin's Dr. Kirkland spotlighted academic freedom 
Thursday. Since no one is more directly affected by a prof 
than the man or woman who sits in his classes daily, student 
consideration of intellectual freedom becomes vital to oui 
democracy; it does not seem to be a misplaced concern. 
Can We Face The World? 
A Miami University professor notes, in enumerating the 
inadequacies of liberal arts education, "We produce too many 
half-baked 'radicals', eager but ignorant reformers, yearn- 
ers, groaners, and earnest people" — instead of the critical 
thinkers we need. 
Reason and intelligence, the foundations of a free educa- 
tion, are qualities which must be displayed by any instructor 
who plans to instill them in his students. And American 
undergraduates must gain such standards for governing their 
thinking, or they cannot be graduated and successfully face 
the world's problems. 
This is the crucial issue. In a democracy, are we pre- 
senting all the ideas along with a great faith in the suprem- 
acy of our system, or are we shading the picture? Is it be- 
cause we are unsure of our own ground that we allow this 
suppression of  ideas  to continue? 
Omission of controversy from the academic world can 
only be achieved by denial of its existence — which is ridic- 
ulous; distortion of the issue — which is an insult to per- 
sonal integrity; or concealment of the diversities involved 
— which again violates intellectual honesty. 
Educate Or Indoctrinate! 
Believing all issues are controversial by definition, a for- 
mer associate director of the Ford Foundation stated once 
that "a noncontroversial issue is as impossible as a round 
square." When issues are, or have to be, presented by a pro- 
fessor as if they were not issues, this is not education, but 
indoctrination. 
Can we afford to indoctrinate students? The answer, as 
this writer sees it, is an emphatic no. Education is a far cry 
from indoctrination, and education in the democratic tra- 
dition must teach something besides democracy or fall in 
its own footsteps. 
Returning to the inculcation of standards in college stu- 
dents, we can all see — when we are thinking rationally — 
that knowledge is useless without attitudes, outlooks and 
ideas which can direct our learning out of theoretical dust 
toward practical application. 
Attitudes Guided 
A professor is under a dual obligation. He must not only 
present facts, the kind of information which students may 
regurgitate on final exams, but he must present a philosophy 
of life — a set of values, so to speak — which students may 
either adopt after careful scrutiny, or from which the in- 
dividual may derive his own ideals for living and thinking. 
Teaching outlooks on life will never prove easy. It can 
be neither dogmatic, nor casual; to be honest, it reflects the 
personal opinion of the mind involved and since any opinion 
finds its opposite in another mind, it leads to controversy 
once again. And again, we say, this is good — when it is re- 
membered that diversity does not always carry hostility in 
its pocket. 
What does academic freedom mean, then? Educators 
have emphasized the use of reason and intelligence in exer- 
cising a professor's right to be honest, and the reciprocal 
obligation to maintain his integrity — in and out of the 
classroom, on and away from the campus. 
Honesty can hardly be termed a poor goal for men and 
women with high ideals. How then can supposedly thinking 
individuals across the country be forcing loyalty on teach- 
ers and, in the larger view, be destroying the very founda- 
tions of the nation? 
New Quarterback Needed? 
Such an educational administrator or Congressional in- 
vestigator upholds democratic tradition in his right hand, 
while he kicks it away with his left foot — and misses the 
goal. 
To satisfy all factions involved, many compromises are 
effected. The middle ground proves safe for awhile, but un- 
steady — and why? — because freedom must be seen as a 
whole and cannot be compartmentalized. 
John Walton Caughey graphically expressed the dangers 
inherent in bargaining away our intellectual freedom when 
he said, "Academic freedom controversies are seldom solved 
by maneuvering, bargaining, haggling, or horsetrading." In- 
tegrity demands that ideals not be compromised. 
Ideas which never meet the opposition on a theoretical 
basis will be weaker and more vulnerable to undermining 
forces when a practical choice must be made. A society 
which narrows its educational scope to a single track is in 
grave danger of being derailed. 
As Learned Hand expressed it a couple of weeks ago,. 
"Heretics have been hateful from the beginning of recorded 
time; they have been ostracized, exiled, tortured, maimed 
and butchered; but it has generally proved impossible to 
smother them; and when it has not, the society that has 
succeeded (in smothering them) has always declined." 
Letters To The Editor 
To the Editor: 
May I congratulate you on the 
reprint of Ralph F. Tuller's most 
courageous editorial. I feel that he 
covered the gamut pretty well, but 
left out reception rooms for men 
and fraternities. 1 have heard only 
favorable comments about the edi- 
torial and I hope it has jolted a 
few "Batesv" students. 
I do not advocate Bolshevism in 
any form, but my colleagues and i 
are asking, how long should vye 
"mice*' continue to nibble and be 
satisfied with a crumb or two? 
Riots and revolutions will gain us 
nothing excel it a ticket heading 
South   on   the   B.   and   M. 
Please continue to print more of 
such articles. Our estimation ol the 
STUDENT has just risen about 
50%. I hope you continue this pol- 
icy of "reforming" instead of just 
"informing". 
Dick Davignon '57 
To  Dick  Davignon: 
Thanks for your congratulations. 
Since you have responded to the 
reprinted editorial, we would like 
to take this chance to make clear 
our intentions. 
Without accusing you of this 
particular crime, we feel that many 
students reading the editorial re- 
joiced over the catchy phrases hav- 
ing not too subtle critical conno- 
tations and missed the full implica- 
tions of the editorial. 
Is it valid to say that Bates stu- 
dents too often fail to think and 
react by griping instead of present- 
ing constructive ideas? We think 
it can be said of manv students at 
different times. 
We will not delve into the rea- 
sons for this negative approach, 
in this short space we can only de- 
plore this kind of thinking — and 
remind Bates College that Editor 
Ttillcr wanted to preserve what was 
best in the system, not blow it ail 
to bits in hopes of catching up a 
few pieces afterwards. 
In answer to your comment on 
nibbling mice, we can only say that 
no mouse will forever be satisfied 
with just a crumb or two. He must 
either starve, die, and be forgot- 
ten; or he will fight for a loaf of 
bread. 
The Editor 
so-called "forbidden philosophies". 
Our professors have always en- 
couraged us by their words and ex- 
ample to think for ourselves. When 
in future years, he is in the midst 
of a discussion, what student will 
not recall the challenge of Dr. 
Wright: "Is there a reuel in the 
crowd?" or the motto of Dr. Fair- 
field: "I may disagree with wha' 
you say, but I will always defend 
your right to say it"? The right 
ol the students to disagree, to sub- 
ject ideas to bombardment from 
opposing ideas, to question fret ly. 
all of these academic frecdtoius 
have been safe-guarded at Bales 
The president himself has set the 
example by conducting open as- 
semblies where the students wen 
able to question him freely in ri - 
gards to local issues. And we ad- 
•nirr the lack of fear at Bates which 
makes such questioning possible. 
Democratic Tradition Unaltered 
Tiir- Bates catalog states "Em- 
phasis is placed on . . . the ideal of 
making some return to society tor 
the educational opportunities one has 
enjoyed." Bates College realizes 
that the future citizens of America 
will be most effectively convinced 
that democracy is the best form of 
government, only if they are allow- 
ed to govern themselves in a demo- 
cratic wav. Professors recognize 
their right to speak freely and en- 
courage them to become actively 
'nterested in protecting the demo- 
cratic tradition. We shall never for- 
get the example of the men whom 
we have admired so much, and who 
have proved themselves worthy of 
<-ur admiration — Dr Donovan 
who has insisted that it is the duty 
of every citizen to be actively in- 
terested in public affairs; Dr. Zcrby, 
who has so often urged us in his 
philosophy courses to be rational, 
to cooperate, and to contribute to 
•he integration of the whole: Dean 
Rowe, who greets students with the 
words, "Well, what unorthodox 
thing do you want to do?"; Dr. 
D'AIfonso   whose   theory   of   self- 
To the Editor: 
Last week's editorial, written by 
the retiring STUDENT editor of 
1942, has inspired us to do a bit 
of reminiscing about our four yeais 
at Bates. We agree with Ralph 
Tutlcr that there are traditions at 
Bates which are worth preserving. 
Uncloistered Virtues 
In spite of our gripes, we must 
admit that Bates has given us a 
fine education. This became espe- 
cially clear last week when Profes- 
sor Kirkland of Bowdoin described 
the efforts of some colleges to "milk 
feed" their students. We are proud 
that such is not the case at Bates. 
We read and discussed Hume, 
whose works are not even allowed 
to circulate in some college libra- 
ries for fear that they might con- 
vert the students to skepticism. Wc 
read and discuss the works of Karl 
Marx, regardless of the fact that an 
investigating committee might label 
such freedom an attempt to convert 
students to Communism. We are 
thankful for this school's faith in 
the intellectual maturity of the stu- 
dents. Bates has not tried to shield 
us. It has exposed us to many phil- 
osophies and encouraged us to think 
for ourselves. Our virtue has not 
been cloistered. 
Profs' Mottos Cited 
But not only in our reading have 
we been encouraged to dip into the 
realization stresses the importance 
of the individual: Mr. Berkelman. 
who has challenged us to write es- 
says on a "conviction that wc would 
die for." The Bates catalog doe> 
not lie when it states, "Uncbangin- 
at Bates are the traditions of de- 
mocracy ..." 
Academic Freedom Safe 
Wherever wc turn at Bates wc 
see the true liberal spirit, the sin 
cere devotion to the American 
ideals of freedom — freedom ,ij 
speech, of press, of assembly, or 
religion. Some of us who came from 
communities where there au- 
.sharp social and political lines 
drawn between the rich and the 
poor, the black and the white, the 
Catholic, the Protestant, and thi 
Jew. remember how amazed w 
were our freshman' year when W( 
saw that at Bates all such distinc- 
tions were non-existent. Here stu- 
dents from all over the world, from 
all races, from all religions woik 
together with no thought of the 
prejudices and intolerances which 
separate them in less democratic 
institutions. Here we realize that 
every idea, every religion, even 
culture has something valuable to 
contribute to our education. No, wo 
can say proudly that academic free- 
dom is not in danger at Bates. 
What  We Stand For 
This is the tradition which i- 
worth preserving at Bates. It i- 
what we have been taught to think, 
to act upon, even to die for. And n 
has been the most effective form of 
indoctrination, for only those disil- 
lusioned about democracy will join 
the foes of democracy. Bates stami- 
for academic freedom. When n 
ceases to stand for this, let it cease 
to stand altogether! 
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The  Short Explosive Life  Of 
Sid "Grom" Gromberg, City Dick 
(MS  found  in a  bottle) 
Private  detective  Sidney   (Groin- 
my)  Gromberg sat with his feet on 
lie desk reading a month old copy 
I  the  Police  Gazette.  His  solitude 
»as interrupted by the burp of the 
rivate   intercom.    He    folded    the 
paper  neatly,   took  an   oversmoked 
lUtt  from  his  mouth  and  stamped 
I on   the    floor,    opened    the    top 
Irawer, took out the short 38 cali- 
bre   police   revolver,   put   it   in   his 
ulster, took his hat and coat from 
the nail in the corner, put them on, 
u.nt    back   to   the    intercom    and 
flicked  on   the  come-in   button. 
"What's up.  Sarge?" 
'"Hope  I'm not waking you up." 
"No,  I  always  talk  in  my  sleep. 
What's up?" 
"Broad  murdered on  8X2 .    . 
Calendar 
|Today 
irishmen     Nurses'    Coffee,    3-5 
p.m..   Women's  Union 
CA     Vespers,     9:15-9:45     p.m, 
Chapel 
(Tomorrow 
Sophomore    Nurses'    Coffee.   3-5 
p.m., Women's Union 
Faculty    Roundtable,    8    p.m., 
Chase Hall 
riday 
Hetty     Bates     Night,     7     p,m., 
W.L.B. 
Saturday 
Chase    Hall     Dance.    9:45-11:45 
p.m. 
Kunday 
Ski   Trip.   8:20    a.m.-5:30    p.m., 
Bridgton 
filonday 
George  Colby  Chase  Lecture, 8 
p.m., Alumni Gym 
Vednesday, March 2 
WAA Ski Trip, Jackson, N. H. 
CA     Vespers,     9:15-9:45    p.m., 
Chapel 
Chapel Schedule 
'riday 
Schedules 
' inday 
)r.  Edwin  M.  Wright 
|Vednesday 
Prof. James  V.   Miller 
3 Lisbon St. Lewislor 
er . . . that is, woman murdered on 
882 Broad Street. Get over there 
on the double. Woman claims she 
was peacefully sleeping when sud- 
denly she heard a shot and" . . . 
click    .    .    . 
Sidney Gromberg clicked off the 
intercom, put his hat and coat on 
the nail, took the revolver from its 
holster, replaced it in the top 
drawer, took a butt from the new 
pack, unfolded the Gazette and 
continued reading. 
The intercom started burping 
violently, so Sid, without lifting his 
eyes from the paper, reached into 
the drawer, drew out the revolver, 
blew a couple of holes in the inter- 
com, and settled hack into his 
chair. 
The phone rang for twenty min- 
utes while Sid finished his story. 
Then he picked up the receiver and 
answered. 
"Yeah?" 
"Hullo,   did is   Bugsy." 
"Yeah?" 
"De  Boss is sore .    ." 
"Yeah?" 
"De  Boss  is  sore  because  .  .  .'' 
"Yeah?" 
"De Boss is sore because 
you    .    .    ." 
"Yeah?" 
Council Plans 
Chase Tourney, 
Campus Election 
Plans for the all-campus elec- 
tions, scheduled for March 14, 
were debated at the Student 
Council meeting last Wednesday. 
Sophomore representatives George 
Gardiner and Orrin Blaisdell, in 
charge of the election, announced 
that Stu-C nominations will take 
place on Monday, February 28, and 
a preliminary election will be held 
a week later on   March 7. 
They requested that all clubs 
who wish to be included in the 
election must prepare their own 
ballots and turn them in to the 
Council   by   March   7. 
Organize Tournaments 
Chase Hall tournaments are be- 
ing organized for the end of 
March. Including bowling, 
billiards, ping-pong, and pool, a 
Smoker is scheduled to climax the 
affair. Robert McAfee is working 
out the details. 
It was announced that the 
bridge tournament, for which no 
participants had yet appeared as of 
last Wednesday, will be held in the 
Women's Union. 
Some future changes in the oi- 
nization of Mayoralty are to be 
investigated. 
If you have been called of CHRIST to serve as a 
Pastor, Missionary, Pastoral Assistant, 
Church Music Leader, 
Christian Ed. Director 
Prayerfully consider taking your Seminary graduate 
training at a fully-accredited school which holds to a 
Bible-centered theology, an evangelistic fervor and a 
high scholastic achievement level. 
Direct  correspondence  for  catalog and  information  to 
Office of the Dean. Box 40 
EASTERN   BAPTIST  THEOLOGICAL   SEMINARY 
Philadelphia 31, Pennsylvania 
"De Boss is sore because you 
keep    ..." 
"Yeah?" 
".    .    .    messing around." 
"Yeah? Well, you tell the Boss 
to   shove    .    .    ."   click    .    .    . 
Sid took his revolver from his 
drawer, put it in the holster, 
grabbed his butts, lit one, put on 
his hat and coat and charged out 
the door. He saw Rocks, the Boss, 
standing down the hall. He 
charged back in, threw the Gazette 
on the floor, stamped on it. put his 
lighted butt in the drawer, hung 
himself on the nail in the corner, 
took a cartridge from his revolver 
.    .    .    and lit  it. 
He blew a small portion of his 
head off. 
Congratulations to Elise Reich- 
ert, '56, who is engaged to Phil 
Stiles of Trinity College, and Val 
Oicosta,   "57,  to   Fred  Carlow,   '57. 
Several Bates students have 
received invitations to attend a 
conference at Andover Newton 
Theological Seminary. Invited 
to the Conference which will 
extend from February 25-27, 
were Vivian Varney, David 
Campbell, Charles Sanborn, 
Owen Wood and Bill Moore. ' 
Dean Roy M. Pearson who 
came to campus during Politi- 
cal Emphasis Week, will give 
the key-note address. 
Cathy Buchwalder asked that 
she be remembered to all her for- 
mer classmates of '56. Now a stu- 
dent at the University of Connecti- 
cut, Cathy debated at M.I.T. re- 
cently. 
If you were wondering, 
that's Bobby Bates in the 
jaunty derby on the Frye 
House lawn. 
Professor Tagliabue's moving 
prose selection in the "Quarto", 
on display at the library, contain- 
ed one HP picayune error. Even 
the most poetic of fishermen 
wouldn't be able to pull a red 
lobster from the sea — unless 
someone had tossed it back in after 
boiling. Perhaps the sea mentioned 
was behind  the  Iron  Curtain. 
STUDENT staffers joined 
the ranks of Pulitzer, Hearst, 
Alsop, and Fawcett, newspa- 
per martyrs of American jour- 
nalism, when they kept brave- 
ly pushing onward toward 
this week's deadline despite a 
snowball-stoning. No broken 
bones or policies but one 
broken window. 
A story is told of a certain Lew- 
iston cop who was bringing a 
young and reckless teenager be- 
fore a judge on a charge of speed- 
ing in the city. He was eager to 
use his vocabulary to impress fel- 
low officers and higher-ups think- 
•ng  he  might  get  a promotion. 
"He's  a  nice  boy, but  when  he 
gets  in   his  car  and  puts  his  foot 
on   the   incinerator,    he's  a  malice 
in   the   road!" 
A sophomore in Cheney 
says that Sunday afternoon 
she was getting a big kick out 
of watching the progress of 
a snowball fight outside her 
open window when suddenly 
the fight was no longer out- 
side,    but    inside   .   .   .   and 
Who, that square? He's anything but the greatest. He's 
strictly out-to-lunch, horrendous. He's out-of-it completely, 
absolutely furshlugginer    .... 
Christian vs. Pagan Saga 
Stars Palance, Chandler 
"Sign of the Pagan," at the 
Empire all this week, adds one 
more to the ever-growing list of 
Christian vs Pagan epics which 
have come out of Hollywood since 
"Quo Vadis". Although the num- 
ber of movies dealing with this 
theme is constantly increasing, it 
appears that the artistry and tech- 
nique involved is decreasing in 
proportion. 
The story takes place in Italy 
about fifteen years after Christian- 
ity was declared the official religion 
in Rome. Jack Palance, the bony- 
faced, beady-eyed, sinewy hero of 
half the female American movie- 
going public, is cast in the role of 
Attila, the Hun, who, with his 
barbaric hordes, has descended to- 
ward  Rome  from   the  North. 
Jeff Chandler, the tall, rugged, 
curly-haired, deep-voiced hero of 
the other half of American women, 
plays the part of the sandal-mak- 
er's son who rises through the 
ranks of the Roman army to be- 
come the leader of the defenders 
of  Christianized  Rome. 
Palance Cast As Pagan 
Attila, for reasons which are not 
made too apparent, fears the God 
of the Christians and is unwilling 
to provoke His wrath by attacking 
the Christian stronghold of Rome. 
This barbarian, around whom the 
entire plot centers, must have 
been a joy to the make-up artists. 
They simply went wild making 
him up as a real barbarian. What 
they finally came up with was a 
truly 'savage savage", with a 
stringy head of hair, a dirt-coated 
body, and garbed in fur that must 
have been lice-infected. He was 
really repulsive; but then, he was 
supposed   to  be. 
His daughter (Rita Gam) was 
so beautiful and appeared so com- 
pletely out of place in the camp 
of barbarians, that one almost 
loses the thread of the story won- 
the snowballs were piling up 
on the floor. Before she 
could get the windows closed 
there was a wastebasketful 
of snow which she had the 
pleasure of disposing of. She 
said she felt rather foolish car- 
rying a basket of snow 
through the dorm   .   .   . 
Spring will  soon  be  here  .  .  . 
dering how in the world Attila 
could have been the father of such 
a  woman. 
Empress Is Unconvincing 
Although Bud Westmore is cer- 
tainly an expert make-up artist, 
no amount of make-up could have 
made Ludmilla Tchernina a con- 
vincing and impressive Empress. 
She does nothing throughout the 
picture but look admirably beauti- 
ful in plunging necklines, and 
flowing,  filmy  skirts. 
She walks through palace gar- 
dens, lolls sumptuously on couch- 
es, flicks eyelashes at the proper 
intervals to impress the proper 
people, and frequently effects a 
graceful position by leaning on 
Roman pillars which are scat- 
tered at random throughout the 
scenery at most unlikely places. 
Jeff Chandler did a fairly good 
job of portraying the Roman 
commoner who became Emperor. 
Although he did justice to the part, 
the part did not do him justice. 
Music  And Thundering  Hoofs 
As usual, in pictures of this 
ken, there was an abundance of 
loud music, brilliant color, pano- 
ramic scenery, and much shouting 
of barbarians, charging of horses, 
clashing of steel, and spilling of 
blood. Amidst this confusion, 
there was one scene which was 
really   convincing. 
After sacking a city, Attila stands 
just inside its gates talking with 
his men when he hears the chant 
of the Christians in the temple. 
Everything is hushed save for this 
simple minor chant which breaks 
the stillness. Attila wants to see 
these people at their worship. He 
enters the temple on horseback. 
The temple is in complete dark- 
ness save only for one golden 
shaft of sunlight which pierces the 
gloom and curiously comes to rest 
full on a golden cross 
Pagan Conquered By Fear 
Attila is fairly bewitched at this 
symbol, seemingly floating in mid- 
air. Unable to understand its 
meaning, he flees. Already suspi- 
cious of this Christian God who 
hat struck down one of his seers 
with lightning, lie is loathe to dis- 
please Him again. The vision of 
the cross haunts him, and Attila 
is finally conquered, partly by his 
own fear. 
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Drops From The Pen . . . 
By Ray Zelch 
Is the University of Maine too strong for Bowdoin, Colby, 
and Bates in State Series football? This question has be- 
come an increasingly popular one, and it has become the sub- 
ject of much "off-season" conversation. 
It is not surprising that this question should arise. The 
state university presently has an enrollment of about 2,882 
students, of which 2,111 are men. These figures reach high 
proportion when compared with Bowdoin's 750 students, 
467 men at Colby, and the figure of 375 males at Bates. 
The University of Maine does not show any indication of 
arrested growth. At the present time it is in the midst of an 
extensive building program, and a projected figure indicates 
an estimated enrollment of 4,000 students by 1956. 
"Colby, Bates and Bowdoin are all liberal arts colleges 
with limited curricula while Maine is a university with many 
fields of study to attract young men who may not desire or 
be qualified for a liberal arts course." The preceding sen- 
tence, taken from the November 2nd edition of the Water- 
ville Sentinel helps indicate the advantages that Maine holds 
in attracting students. 
In addition, finances for state of Maine high school ath- 
letes who enroll at Maine are considerably lower than at 
private institutions. Therefore, the University is able to en- 
list in its ranks many of the better high school players in the 
state. It also supplements this pool of athletes by drawing 
upon other areas to give it ample manpower, both in size and 
ability. 
Find Maine "Formidable" 
The Lewiston Evening Journal on February.18 had the 
following to say concerning this issue: "The State Univer- 
sity has grown to such a size that Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby 
are finding the Black Bear gridiron forces increasingly 
formidable. This past season was no exception. Maine dis- 
played crushing power that was too much for the smaller 
squads available to the other three colleges." 
Let's look at the record. In the nine seasons of football 
since the conclusion of the Second World War, Maine has 
either won outright or tied for the championship six times. 
When the Waterville article was written on the second of 
November, Maine had scored 185 points to only 33 for its 
opponents, a conclusive indication of its well-balanced 
power. 
It is frequently argued that there have been upsets, in- 
cluding 1952 when Maine, seemingly on its way to another 
state crown, was stopped by Colby 13-7 and then was sound- 
ly trounced by Bowdoin 33-14. 
However, upsets happen every day. A team, up for a 
certain game can find its stronger opponent not quite ready 
for a dog-eat-dog affair, and may win on scrap and hustle. 
While on that given day, the underdog may prove to be the 
better team, such is not always the case. 
Such is the case in the State Series. Upsets do happen, 
but on overall grounds, the University is increasingly be- 
coming the consistent dominating power. Quoting further 
from the Lewiston Evening Journal, "The situation hasn't 
been reached yet where the state university is assured of the 
state football title. But it wouldn't take much of a shift 
in the balance of power to set up such a situation." 
Member Of Yankee Conference 
Another factor to be considered is that Maine, in addi- 
tion to belonging to the State Series, is also a member of the 
Yankee Conference. This latter association is composed of 
state universities in New England of comparable size to the 
U. of Maine. Speaking specfically of football, therefore, 
Maine is actually engaged in two conferences: first, the 
Yankee Conference, and secondly, against the three Maine 
colleges for the State Series diadem. 
The 64 dollar question appears to be whether Maine is 
more interested in winning the YC title or the State Series. 
The other universities are increasing in size and power, and 
Maine is keeping pace with them. And it could be that the 
Black Bears feel that they could gain more prestige by con- 
centrating their attack on winning against the other state 
universities rather than the State Series. 
The Yankee Conference is comparatively new and does 
not have the history, tradition and color of the older Maine 
State Series. Yet, there is talk of expansion to include other 
large universities and colleges. In the event this should hap- 
pen, it could mean that if Maine were to continue in the 
Yankee Conference, it would have to add other opponents, 
and possibly drop Maine colleges from its schedule. 
This article has been confined to football because there 
has been little indication of Maine's advantage in other 
sports despite its increased growth. The university hasn't 
shown much in basketball of late, and Bates, Bowdoin and 
Colby pick up their share of victories in other sports. 
The situation has not yet arrived when definite action 
on this issue has to be taken. We have not reached the stage 
where Maine is an absolute certainty to win the State Series 
without a question of a doubt. But, with Maine's increasing 
growth, it might appear that that day is not too far off. 
It will be most interesting to watch further developments 
along these lines within the next couple of seasons. Here's 
hoping that action will not have to be taken, and that the 
State Series will be able to continue in its long line of clean 
competition and friendly rivalry! 
Final Week Sees 
Same Leaders In 
Intramural Race 
By Jack DeGange 
The four league leaders retained 
their positions as the final week of 
intramural basketball began. In the 
American League Bardwell ran 
away to its fifth win while in the 
National League Smith Middle held 
onto the top rung with one win 
during  the  week. 
In the Class 15 International 
League the Faculty and the Rogei 
Bill Registrars each picked up one 
win to remain tied for the lead 
while in the Coast League the 
Mitchell Card Sharks picked up oin 
win to tighten their hold on the 
top of the pile. 
North.  Roger  Bill.  Bardwell Win 
Here is the way the games went 
during the week of February 12 to 
19. In the American League Nortii 
toppled John Bertram 48-29 as Art 
Wohllebe hit 17 and Pete Post got 
14. Dick Benson tallied 10 for J.B. 
The Administrators from Roger 
Bill gained a forfeit over J.B. and 
in the following A league encounter 
Bardwell trampled Smith South 
80-56 as Dick Prothero ripped the 
nets for .36 points. Jack Davis fol- 
lowed Prothero's magnificent per- 
formance with 16 points for the 
winners while Mel Lcrner with 20 
and Steve Nawrocki with 18 were 
high  for   Middle. 
In      other      American      League 
clashes    the    Administrators    were 
the   next   team   to   take   it  out   on 
(Continued on page seven) 
Foulds Cops 
As Trackmen 
By Edwin Gilson 
The Bobcat track team put forth 
its finest effort of the season but 
succumbed to the Bowdoin Polar 
Bcar in the cage last Saturday, 
68-49. 
Bates did surprisingly well, 
taking six first places including the 
mill, broad jump, hiph jump, the 
6(H) yard run. and finally the pole 
vault event. 
Foulds Outstanding 
The meet was highlighted by the 
excellent performance of versatile 
Don Foulds in the pole vault. 
Foulds jumped 11 feet 10 inches, 
the highest jump by a Bates pole 
vaulter this season and a personal 
high for Don. Foulds also won the 
broad jump with a leap of 21 feet 
7' i inches for another season's 
high and another high for the Soph 
trackmen. Fred Beck took second 
place with a leap of over twenty 
feet 
Meet  Record  Broken 
Again Bates' nemesis was in the 
weight events. McWilliams of 
Bowdoin broke a meet record by 
tossing the shot put 47 feet 9 inch- 
es, good enough to win him first 
place in the event. The previous 
record was 46 feet 4% inches. Phil 
Cowan captured a second for the 
Bobcats. McWilliams also took 
first in the discus and hammer 
events. The latter event was 
swept by the Polar Bear weight 
men.   Phil   Cowan    and    Irv    Sim- 
Historic View Of WAA 
(Continued from page two) 
training program was enforced for 
all those participating in athletics. 
Girls were to totally "abstain fron> 
coffee, tea. candy, and 'home- 
made dainties'.'' In this year the 
program was made more lenient. 
Although there would still be com- 
pulsory training for some sports, 
it would be voluntary  for others. 
In   the   twenties    golf,    archery, 
and  swimming  were  added   to  the 
program. 
Eliminate Interclass Rivalry 
Up to 1931 competition had been 
organized on an inter-class basis 
with much emphasis on class 
spirit: In an effort to eliminate 
much interclass rivalry the whole 
campus was divided into two 
teams,  the  Garnet and  the  Black. 
Each class had a Garnet and a 
Black team playing against each 
other. At the end of the season an 
all campus Garnet and Black 
team were chosen with the win- 
ner of the final contest receiving 
a certain number of points for its 
side. 
At the end of the year these 
points were totalled to determine 
the year's winner. Later this sys- 
tem was abolished in favor of in- 
terdorm competition for basketball 
and volleyball with other sports 
organized on an individual  basis. 
To interest freshmen in W.A.A. 
activities the Board, in 1934, ini- 
tiated the policy of sending hand- 
books   to  all  freshmen  to  acquaint 
them with the sports' program and 
to welcome their participation in 
all activities. 
In 1935 the year was divide-' 
into four seasons with each season 
including both active and less ac- 
tive activities. In this year the 
Board was reorganized so that 
only the officers would be elected. 
The remainder of the member- 
would be chosen by the new offi- 
cers with the consent of the old 
Board. 
To supplement the regular sports 
program in 1940 a system of sports' 
clubs was organized. A dance 
club, ski club, swimming club, and 
a basketball club to train mem- 
bers in coaching and officiating 
were  formed. 
In recent years the W.A.A. pro- 
gram has been expanded to in- 
clude sports for all degrees of 
skill and interest, and a more ex- 
tensive social and recreational 
policy. 
FAMOUS BRAND SHOES 
at 
LOW  FACTORY  PRICES 
We Cater To The Small 
Campus Pocket Book 
CANCELLATION 
SHOE STORE 
36 COURT ST. AUBURN 
"Right Across The Bridge" 
YOUR FAVORITE 
STERLING PATTERNS 
in 
Towle — Gorham — Lunt 
Reed and Barton 
International — Wallace 
Easy Terms 
JEWELERS 
SNCSMM 
50 Lisbon St. Dial 4-5241 
Norris - Hayden 
Laundry 
[Modern Cleaners 
Campus Agents 
ED PIKE 
BOB DUNN 
Two Events 
Bow, 68-49 
kins     placed     second     and     thil 
respectively  in  the  discus. 
In the track events. Jim Riop 
outran Bowdoin's Herrick in tli 
mile to finish in first place wit 
a time of 4:43.2. The 600 yard rui| 
was run in timed heats and Dou 
Fay came out on top in the even 
by scooting around the track i 
1:18. Mick McGrath helped thing 
out by taking third place. In I 
1000 yard run Pete Wicks set 
fast pace right from the starti 
gun to outrun McDaniel of Bow 
doin and to take first place with 
time of 2:24.4. The 2 mile run ws 
highlighted by the fine showing 
Freshman Ken Lyndc who, 
placing second in the event, r 
hi-   best   race  of   the   season. 
Meanwhile over at the hi,; 
jump, Stan Barwise outjuniped i' 
Polar Bear high jumpers to \\ 
the event with a jump of 5 f. 
10 inches. 
Improvement Shown 
Even though the Cats lost tli 
meet each individual perform 
showed a marked iinprovemer 
over previous performances whi 
is an encouraging sign for the f« 
turc,  namely  spring  track. 
This  Saturday    at    2   p.    m.   tl 
Bobcats    are    host    to    the    T 
"Jumbos"   from   Medford,    Ma- 
chusctts. 
Lucas Reappointed 
The appointment of Robert 1. 
cas as sports editor was announ't 
by STUDENT editor Ruth Ha 
kins  last  week. 
Lucas,     a     three     year    vcterj 
sports writer and  former  editor 
the    sports    pages,    replaces    J; 
Towse  '57,  who  transferred  to 
University  of  Massachusetts at i 
end  of   first   semester. 
Something New In Slacks 
100% Glass Wool in Charcoal 
Gray, Charcoal Brown an< 
Light Gray. 
SI 7.95 
Guaranteed   to   keep  its  press 
(10%   Discount  for   Students) 
Tony Fournier's 
MEN'S-SHOP 
136 Lisbon St Tel. 4-41411 
Invisible Marking at 
Judkins Laundry, In 
George W. Tufts, Mgr. 
High Quality 
Dry Cleaning 
SAME DAY SERVICE 
IF  IN  BY   9   a.   m. 
Next to Lewiston Post Office 
193 Middle St.       Dial 2-CO 
Steckino Hotel 
and Cafe 
Have You Tried 
Steckino's Origina 
Pizza Pies? 
Serving Italian  and 
American Foods 
Steaks, Chops, Salad 
our specialty 
104 Middle St.      Lewis to 
Dial 4-4151 
"For Your Health's Sake 
Eat at SteckfamV 
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SEVEN 
* Haines Leads Kittens In 
69-62 Loss To Kents Hill 
:ii 
Same Leaders In 
Intramural Race 
(Continued from page six) 
Middle as they racked up a 58-36 
triumph. Ed Dailey with 20 and 
Les Nickerson with 14 led the 
winners with Nawrocki netting 12 
(or the losers. In the only other 
gWU Tommy Vail led South to a 
45-40 win over North. Vail scored 
.2 while Wohllebe topped the 
North  scorers  with   13. 
Middle Hold* Lead 
There were only three games in 
ihe Class B National League. The 
first saw Middle edging John Ber- 
tram I 35-28 to hold their first 
place lead. Dick VVakely and Bob 
Taylor hit 10 each for Middle while 
Ray Becerra got 10 for J.B. The 
second game found the Mitchell 
[inbazookas edging J.B. I 48-42 as 
t'.erry Bullock and Fred Huber got 
17 and 14 respectively for Mitch- 
ell. Am Picket! and Dave Olney 
dominated the J.B. scoring as they 
tallied 36 of the 42 points for the 
losers. 
In the only other league game 
Mitchell took a 61-50 licking at the 
hands of Bardwell-Garcelon-Rus- 
sell. The winners' scoring was 
evenly divided with Al Dworkin 
and Bill Moore heading the list 
with 14 apiece. Huber tallied 17 
.uid Bullock 14 for Mitchell. 
Faculty,  Roger Bill Tie 
The Faculty and the Roger Bill 
Registrars remained in a dead heat 
In the International League. The 
Faculty, who are not eligible for 
the league championship, trampled 
Smith South 90-28 as Hank Stred 
drove home 30 points with Dean 
Walter Boyce close behind with 26. 
Greg Kendall tallied 14 in a losing 
cause. The Registrars stayed with 
the Faculty as they gained a for- 
feit win over North. In other 
league games, J. B. II clipped 
North 44-31. Bill Snider led J.B. 
with 15 points while Marty Brecker 
dropped in 11 for North in the only 
other game, South gained a forfeit 
win over North. 
The  Mitchell  Card Sharks pick- 
RITZ    THEATRE 
- Wednesday - Thursday —— 
SON OF PALE FACE" (tech.) 
Bob  Hope, Jane Russell 
PINOCCHIO" (technicolor) 
Walt Disney Creation 
   Friday   -   Saturday   
•ELEPHANT WALK"  (tech.) 
Elizabeth  Taylor,  Dana  Andrews 
NAKED   JUNGLE"   (tech.) 
Eleanor Parker, Charlton Heston 
  Sunday - Wednesday  
DOWN   THREE   DAKK 
STREETS" 
Broderick  Crawford,  Ruth  Romar 
CANNIBAL ATTACK" 
Johnny Weissmuller 
l! 
EMPIRE 
Wednesday - Saturday 
"Sign of the Pagan" 
(Cinemascope   Technicolor) 
JACK PALANCE 
JEFF CHANDLER 
Sunday-Wednesday 
"JUPITER'S 
DARLING" 
ESTHER WILLIAMS 
HOWARD KEEL 
By Bob Lucas 
In a prelim to the Bobcat-Coast 
Guard tussle last Saturday at the 
Alumni Gym, the Jayvees dropped 
a squeekcr to Kent's Hill, 69-62. 
From a half-time deadlock, the 
Hillers came back to edge out a 
seven-point margin over the fight- 
ing Kittens. 
The first half saw Bates drop in 
a total of only six baskets as 
against ten for Kent's Hill. The 
Kittens made good on 18 charity 
tosses, to ten for the Hillers, how- 
ever, to even up the half-time score 
at 30-all. 
Fouls Win Game 
In the second half, the roles 
were reversed with Kent's Hill 
picking up 15 points from the free 
throw line to only a meager two 
for Bates. From the floor, the Kit- 
tens outscored the visitors on 15 
hoops to 12, but were still unable 
to overcome the foul shot deficien- 
cy. 
The free throw percentage for 
the visitors in the second half was 
a line .833 with only three miscues 
in 18 attempts. For the Kittens, a 
somewhat less impressive two for 
seven. .286 mark told the story of 
the game. 
Haines  High   Scorer 
Byron Haines led the Bobkitten 
scorers for the evening with a to- 
tal of 22 points. Of these, six 
came from the foul line, and 16 
from the floor on eight baskets. His 
one-handed set-shot proved to be 
the stablizing factor for the Bates 
cause. 
The only other Kitten to hit the 
double scoring figures was Jim 
Adams who dropped in 11 points 
on three baskets and five fouls. 
ed up their fourth win in the Coast 
League via a forfeit win by Bard- 
well. The win left only the Roger 
Bill Deans with a chance to catch 
the Flying Sharks. The Deans, in 
the only other game, downed John 
Bertram 34-28. Al Cook, Ken 
Battershill and Bill Cupit each 
scored eight for the winners while 
Bill Snider took game scoring 
honors  with   15. 
COMMUNITY THEATRE 
WED.  - THURS. 
"WITNESS TO MURDER" 
Barbara  Stanwyck.  Gary  Merrill 
"BLACK   HORSE   CANYON" 
Joel   Mri'H-.i.   Mali   Blnnchard 
FRI.   -  SAT. 
"FORBIDDEN" 
Tony  Curtis,   Joanne   Dru 
"SAGINAW TRAIL" 
Gene  Autry,   Connie   Mnrehiill 
SUN.   -   MON.   -  Tl'ES. 
"JOHNNY DARK" 
Tony Curtis,   Piper  I^iuiie 
Don Taylor 
•YELLOW   TOMAHAWK" 
Bory Calhouti.  Peggie Castle 
STRAND 
THURS. - SAT. 
"Unchained" 
Barbara Hale 
Chester Morris 
"Laugh Parade" 
Ginger Rogers 
SUN. - WED. 
"Smoke Signal" 
Dana Andrews 
Piper Laurie 
"Green Scarf" 
All Star Cast 
Loses To Coast Guard, 84-71 
In Opening Maine State Telecast 
By Norm Levine 
In twin varsity action over the 
past week, the Bobcat hoopsters 
dropped a pair of tilts, the first to 
Maine at Orono, 86-66, and the 
second to the visiting Coast Guard 
Academy  quintet  Saturday,  84-71. 
Saturday's contest marked an 
important first in State of Maine 
athletics  when   the  game  was  run 
During a well-played first half, 
the Bobcats traded basket for bas- 
ket with the speedier visitors, but 
went off at the half,  trailing 40-36. 
When the second half began. 
Coast immediately built up a 45-36 
lead. With John Mantciga leading 
the way with a couple of jump 
shots the 'Cats fought back to a 
46-46 tie. 
Tom Moore jumps for a rebound in Saturday's losing cause. 
off in front of the television cam- 
era of local station WLAM-TV. 
It was the first time in the history 
of Maine intercollegiate athletics 
that a contest had been televised. 
The game saw a well balanced 
cadet five finish very strong after 
a see-saw first half to overcome the 
Cats with a decisive margin picked 
up midway through the second 
half. The loss was the eleventh of 
the season as opposed to six wins 
for the Garnet, while the Guards- 
men picked up only their third 
win  as against  twelve  defeats. 
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A few minutes later, the New 
Londoners had shot out to a 53- 
46 advantage and the Bobcats had 
to  fight  from  arrears  again. 
However, the closest they 
came was 53-50 about midway 
through the period. At this point, 
the Guardsmen started hitting and 
ran out the next eight points to 
take a commanding  61-50  lead. 
After this, the outcome of the 
game was not in doubt and the 
Coast Guard boys continued to roll 
up the score until the final 84-71. 
Hap   Fallon   paced   the   winners" 
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attack with twenty-one points, 
while center Ernie Allen got twen- 
ty. Also in double figures for the 
guardsmen were Captain Gerry 
Ereckson with sixteen and Dee 
Coombs with a dozen. 
John Manteiga who played his 
usual fine brand of ball led the 
Bobcat scoring with nineteen 
points. Jack Hartleb chipped in 
with seventeen points, eleven ol 
them on free throws. Also hitting 
in double digits and playing an ex- 
cellent game was Captain Bob 
Dunn  with eleven  points. 
Hit 44.6 Per Cent 
Other scorers for the Bobcats 
were Don Smith with seven, Tom 
Moore with nine, Kent White, Will 
Callender, Ralph Davis, and Tom- 
my Vokes with  two points apiece. 
Both teams shot well during the 
game with Coast Guard doing ex- 
ceptionally well, making a total of 
twenty-nine shots from the floor 
out of sixty-five attempts for a 44.6 
per cent  shooting average. 
Tonight, the Bobcats have a 
chance to tie for second place in 
the State Series with Bowdoin 
when they meet the Polar Bears at 
8:15 in the Alumni Gym. Once 
again the engineers and crew from 
WLAM-TV will be on hand to 
send the game to residents of 
Lewiston-Auburn via the medium 
of television. 
Lose To Maine 86-66 
The final State Series game 
with Maine this year saw the Cats 
succumb to the Black Bears 86-66 
last Tuesday at Orono. The loss 
put Bates and the Pale Blue into a 
two-way tie for third in series 
play, each with a 2-5 record. 
After taking an early lead, the 
Garnet quintet was unable to -main- 
tain the advantage, with the Bears 
putting on a blistering, 14-point 
scoring spree in the closing sec- 
onds of the first half. The teams 
walked off the floor for the mid- 
game rest with Maine out front by 
a  42-28  mark. 
The second half saw a much 
more stable Bobcat take the floor, 
but the Garnet was still unable to 
arrive at the right scoring combin- 
ation, with Maine again outscoring 
the visitors 44-38 to make the final 
score 88-66. 
Manteiga Leads Bobcat Scoring 
Freshman John Manteiga led the 
Bobcat scoring with a fine 16 point 
effort on five baskets and six fouls. 
Jackie Hartleb with 13 and Bill 
Hoadlcy with 10 were the only 
others hitting double figures for 
Bates. 
For Maine all five starters were 
in the two-digit scoring column, 
with Mike Polese leading the way 
with a total of twenty scorebook 
marks. 
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Post-Graduate Careers, 
Summer Spots Offered 
The Placement Office announces 
that several summer and full-tinic 
jobs are available to interested 
students. 
Mary Allen, representative of 
the Girl Scouts, will be on the 
campus Monday afternoon to inter- 
view girls interested in summer 
counseling jobs at any of the New 
England Girl Scout camps. 
Summer  Positions  Available 
Camp counseling positions arc 
also available for men and women 
at Little Sirecho Camp, Pike, New 
Hampshire. Married couples may 
also apply. Camp Ironwood Com- 
munity at Harrison, Maine, is 
seeking two twenty-one year old 
students as camp counselors at. a 
salary of $300 for the months of 
July  and  August. 
Two summer positions as actur- 
ial assistants are available to 
junior mathematics majors with 
the State Mutual Life Insurance 
Company in Worcester, Massachu- 
setts. 
Senior Careers  Listed 
Senior career opportunities are 
available to women in group work 
with the Camp Fire Girls and to 
men in the automotive industry 
with General  Motors. 
Students interested in technical 
editing and writing for the U. S. 
Civil Service need no experience to 
apply. Fellowships for graduate 
study in medical social work are 
being offered by the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health. 
YWCA Represented 
Bcthcney Hildebrand will be on 
the campus Monday to interview 
women interested in positions with 
the YWCA in Xew York. On 
March 1, A. Harris Kenyon will 
see students interested in working 
with the U. S. Food and Drug Ad 
ministration as chemists or food 
and  drug  inspectors. 
The Proctor and Gamble Dis- 
tributing Company will be repre- 
sented by A. C. Church  on  March 
Farmer On Freedom 
(Continued from page three) 
to    plague    them.    "Unfortunately, 
mistakes   are   associated   with   dis- 
loyalty   and   subversion   today." 
Emphasizes  Mistakes,   Dissent 
According to the graduate of 
Wiley College and Howard Uni- 
versity School of Religion, the 
right to make mistakes goes hand 
in hand with the right to dissent. 
"Democracy is the recognition and 
acceptance of the spirit of dissent." 
As for communists possessing 
civil liberties, Farmer stated that 
"all people have civil liberties, 
however hateful they may be. Ex- 
ceptions weaken the priciples and 
ultimately destroy them." 
Prefers  Competance  As  Criterion 
The field secretary prefers that 
a man's professional competance 
be the only criterion for teaching. 
He would be willing to take the 
risk   of  "colored"   teaching. 
"I don't think that civil liberties 
are dead in this country." said 
Farmer. He stressed the fact that 
the only way to strengthen out 
civil liberties is to use them. 
Notices Renewed Activity 
."Courage is a contagious thing.'' 
Since the Army hearings when 
anti-McCarthy clubs sprang up, 
Farmer noticed a renewed activity 
in expression of thought and in the 
joining of organizations on college 
campuses. 
The speaker advises us to speak 
today what we think today, and 
speak tomorrow what we think to- 
morrow even though tomorrow's 
thoughts  may  contradict  today's. 
2 for interviews with men seeking 
openings in their concern. Students 
interested in a position with the 
Aetna Life Insurance Company of 
Portland, Maine, may speak to 
their  representative  on  March  4. 
The Placement Office requests 
that students sign up for inter- 
views as soon as possible. Further 
information concerning summer or 
full-time positions may be ob- 
tained  at  the  Placement  Office. 
International Theater 
March has been declared Inter- 
national Theater Month by the 
United Nations Educational, Sci- 
entific, and Cultural Organization 
in an effort to promote peace and 
understanding through the theater 
arts. 
"St. Joan-' by George Bernard 
Shaw is the Robinson Play- 
ers' contribution to this UNESCO 
program. 
Panel Talks On 
Sth Amendment 
(Continued from page one) 
courts.   He   said   further   that   this 
privilege  may  not be  used  to pro- 
tect   friends   or   to  maintain   one's 
personal pride. 
Trafton mentioned some reason* 
for having the right. He said that 
it prevents browbeating of wit- 
nesses, makes them feel more free 
to testify since they will not be 
asked   incriminating   questions. 
It also requires the prosecutor to 
prepare his case thoroughly before 
he goes to court, so he can't rely 
on forcine the defendant to in 
criminate himself. 
Right  Is  Waived 
Coffin and Scolnik discussed the 
cases in which a witness waives 
his right to use the privilege. 
When a witness has answered im- 
mediately preceding related ques- 
tions, he may not claim the right. 
Both agreed that legal controversy 
exists over the exact times when 
the   right  is  waived. 
In response to a question dur- 
ing  the  short  forum  following  the 
Academic Freedom 
(Continued from page one) 
Rather than attacking specific 
individuals, they harm every col- 
lege and university in the country. 
These committees discredit auth- 
ors and professors, because "they 
fail to see the difference between 
fact and what ought to be." 
Cites Reese  Report 
Using the recent Reese Report 
issued by a congressional commit- 
tee, Kirkland demonstrated how 
the committee directs its attack on 
intellectual   freedom. 
"Are we to reject the informa- 
tion of great people because they 
arc Communists or Socialists?" 
This is the question we must ask 
when considering the problem of 
intellectual freedom, according to 
Dr. Kirkland. The Reese reports 
use   vascillating   tests   of   freedom. 
discussion, the panel agreed that 
a government job is legally a priv- 
ilege, but under present civil ser- 
vice regulations is for all practical 
purposes  a  right. 
They   go   on   the   assumption   that 
"teachers   should   protect   students 
from  what  they  shouldn't know." 
Students Pressured 
On the contrary, Dr. Kirkland 
feels that "the professor's freedom 
is the student's freedom." He fui- 
ther added that students have the 
right to form their own opinion-, 
debate and discuss, and make d. - 
cisions. He feels that the greater, 
threat to the student's freedom at 
present is pressure on student pub- 
lications and tin F. B. I. investi- 
gations of college graduates ap- 
plying  for  government  jobs. 
Although these investigation 
have frightened the students, pro- 
fessors, and administrations of 
American colleges, they havi 
served a useful and important pur 
pose — that of getting the acad 
cmic  world out of  its  ivory town 
As  a  closing  remark.   Dr.   Kirk 
land   said   that   everyone   must   n 
member   that   "Education   is   milk 
for   babes,   but   for    grown    men. 
wheat   and  bread." 
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